
COVID-19 SMARTPHONE APP AND
VACCINE ANTIBODY TRACKER

MANAGER DASHBOARD
HIPAA COMPLIANT

The only complete 
platform for disease 
testing and vaccine 
monitoring
Workers carry their verified status 
on their phones. Managers can 
view a flexible and customizable, 
data-rich dashboard. Clinical labs 
and providers can log in on their 
portals to update information and 
inform companies of issues in real 
time. Overseers at drive-up sites 
can manage data flow. Regulators 
can receive reports with a couple 
of clicks. 
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Competitive Advantage
The only test agnostic, integrated 
system – dashboard test 
scheduling and monitoring for 
disease and vaccine presence, 
safe health reporting, and display 
on a phone app.

Encrypted, secure, and locked 
away from other sensitive health 
details.

Uses blockchain technology 
to link a COVID-19 test to an 
employee’s Face ID or Touch ID 
so there is confidence a test is 
accurate, up-to-date, and resistant 
to forgery.

WE WILL LIKELY BE TESTING FOR YEARS
Despite promising vaccine news, we are far from meaningful vaccine 
distribution. Even after vaccines are available, businesses will need to 
know at a glance WHO GOT VACCINATED and IS SAFE.

We won’t know how long immunity lasts and WE MUST CONTINUE 
TO KEEP TESTING (vaccine study group will be monitored for TWO 
YEARS!)

THE NEED:

TESTD puts the data at your fingertips

™

Employees get information on 
testing right on their phones 
– where to test, when to test, 
and what type of test to take.

A plan designed by TESTD will 
provide site-specific protocols 

Every test is locked to an 
individual’s phone using 
biometrics like Face ID or 
Touch ID.

Confirmation “badge” 
travels with the user, whose 
biometrics stored on the 
phone certify the test is 
verified and current

All data is stored for 
compliance or legal 
challenges.
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Competetive Matrix

™

Automated scheduling

College
supplier

SaaS 
competitor

Self-reporting 
app

HR supplier
with COVID

add on

Test kit
marketer

Custoizable dashboard—view test schedules, 
employee health,lab process, infection rate

Verical and test agnostic

Monitor by department, location or 
entire company

Lab software integration

Retain data securly and indefinitely

Medical provider portal

Supervisor platform, mobile tablet app, 
smartphone app

SaaS for ultimate user interface experience 
and minimal tech needs
Three levels of security—platform, software 
and device
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The Components of TESTD

™

A free download from the app store (iOS and Android). It manages 
the COVID-19 testing process and tests for vaccine antibody 
presence in a customer’s hands

Creates a secure HIPAA compliant blockchain data record that pairs 
with the QR code on a test kit

Tests get witnessed at work, at a clinic, or even at home by a 
telemedicine technician you contact through the app

WORKS WITH ANY APPROVED TEST including tests not yet 
developed or released 

Results are displayed on your phone screen when you open the app 
for access to work, events, or social occasions 

Reminds you when you test is expiring and a new test is required

™

The manager’s dashboard that gives you a bird’s eye view of 
everyone in your system…

Multiple screens allow you to track who needs testing, who is 
scheduled, whose tests have been resulted, and each individual’s 
health status

Sort by date, by department, by location, or your whole company

Charts and graphs give you critical data on employees 
and customers

Data lives forever in the blockchain
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™

Custom designed Appointments Calendar allows employees to 
schedule a test when required, from an email or text link

Puts the data you need to know at a glance. About your workers. 
Your job sites. And the latest news on the fight against COVID-19

Built in Artificial Intelligence (A.I.), menu driven and foolproof

Integrates with test visit software and medical records 
software, authorized individuals get one-click access to data 

Sends a message to a patient’s calendar and reminders as
the appointment approaches 

Programmable — patients who require regular testing can 
get messages as needed without a coordinator’s interaction 

Delivered by text, email, or through the dashboard 

Customizable — all the detail you require
 
Share with managers who may not have access to dashboard 

Add features you desire on regional, national, or international 
news, follow the CDC or the FDA

A high volume testing app for hands off patient intake 
and test scheduling

HIPAA Compliant. 

Collects patient intake information upon check-in at test sites

Completely hands off collection tool
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